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ABOUT ME

My name is Phoompathai, more casually known as Game and I am from 
Thailand where there are lots of inspring architecture projects. In 2020, I
graduatedmy BA Architecture Part 1  course f rom University o f Arts 
London: Central Saint Martin. I  expressed my interests in architecture, 
especially in the field of urban planning, as early as high school and this
drives me to pursue my dream career as an architect whom specialises 
in urban planning. 

One of my outstanding traits when working is the fact that I am a quick 
learner and this allows me to adapt to varied scenario’s which strongly 
suggests that I  a m capable of w orking w ell with colleague. B eing a  
open-minded person, I am always w illing to learn new things that w ill 
come on m y way. Furthermore, I believe t hat m y technical s kills and 
knowledge of architecture are at a sufficient level when it comes to pro-
ducing what will be required of me

PERSONAL INFORMATION

Name  :                       Phoompathai Sutjaritworakul 
Date fo Birth :                      18 December 1998
Nationality :                      Thai
Address :                      84/1 Sukhumvit rd, Tapradu, 
                                                     Mueng, Rayong 21000

LANGAUGE

Thai  :                      Mother Tongue
English :                      IELTS score 7.5

CONTACT

Email  :  phoompathai.ks@hotmail.com
Phone  :                      +66 63-325-9242
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CAREER TTIMELINE

PROFESSIONAAL SUMMARY
One-year experience of architecture job at Hugga Studio in Bangkok plus previous inteernship at 3 different architecture practices, cooperating in varied architecture projects.o in Bangkok plus previous inteernship at 3 different architect

Core competencies in architectural discipline include contributing ideas, effective teeam-worker and offering technical skills i.e. AutoCAD drawing and adobe illustrator. 

2017 2018 2019 2020

EDUCATION

WORK 
EXPERIENCE

Software

Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Indesign
SketchUP 
AutoCAD

Others

- Communicator 
- Excellent Team Worker
- Initiative
- Presentation
- Model Making

- Service-minded 
- Critical Writing

English ProficiencySKILL

Chatchai Lertpruk
Senior Architect+Owner 

Lertpruk@gmail.com

Tamote Kutsaart
SeniorArchitect+Owner

tamote9199@gmail.com

Ken Suriyachat
Senior Architect+Owner 

Kensuriyachat@gmail.com 

INTERN

HUGGA STUDIO
Bangkok, Thailand

INTERN

TAMOTE  DESIGN
Bangkok, Thailand

TRAINEE

KEN+PARTNERS
Bangkok, Thailand

BA (HONS) ARCHITECTURE PART 1 
2017-20

CENTRAL SAINT MARTINS AT UNIVERSITY OF 
THE ARTS LONDON, LONDON

Graduated with Second-Class Distinction

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE (IB)
2011-17

ST. ANDREWS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL GREEN 
VALLEY, RAYONG, THAILAND

Awarded 28 points

JUNIOR ARCHITECT

HUGGA STUDIO
Bangkok, Thailand

Chatchai Lertpruk
Senior Architect+Owner 

Lertpruk@gmail.com

Oscar Brito
Course Leader

o.brito@csm.arts.ac.uk
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The final project of the second year which is the proposed multi-functional 
building accomodating m ostly the local users whom I catagorized in 3 
sub-groups; artists, manufacturer and office workers. My main intention of 
this project is to create an infrastructure that can be an icon as well as the 
centre of the community. I hope to design a building which brings people in
the community together, gathering, socialising and enjoying. Structurally, the
aesthetic sense of the building will be designed to fit into the area so it looks
like the type of buildings that belong there. 

The Light-Up Gallery

Program:    Gallery, Cafe & Artist Workshop

Location:    South Tottenham, London

-Connecting Community with Arts
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Taking a journey through the site and noticed 2
contrasting looks on either side of the location.

SITE INTRODUCTION

SITE CONTEXT
The chosen site is the car park in High Cross 
Centre, it is interesting how it sits in the middle
of varied types of buildings and users’ activi-
ties. This is where all these users can potential-
ly connectand become the communal space. 

SITE ISSUES
The location is clearly lacking facilities, which 
are important t o those w ho inhabit the area, 
such as restaurants, bar and cafe as these are
the type of buildings that should be around the
area.

SITE PROGRAM
The H igh Cross Centre i n an a rea filled with 
varied types o f factories and businesses, 
ranging from big factory to simply a photogra-
phy studio.
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Bermondsey Avenue i s the project t hat a ims to l ighten t o an on-going i ssue o f l acking 
production space in Bermondsey; a  p roblem w hich is heavily overlooked a nd r eally 
needed attention. I proposed the ‘Bermondsey Avenue’ project where I look to provide ‘an 
avenue’ of additional working spaces, importantly for cheaper rent, to those smaller busi-
nesses to settle, grow and develop further. Bermondsey Avenue is being proposed to be 
built on the an existing Maltings Place where they provide a similar kind of spaces. Utilising
their underused car parks and awkward- ly-shaped spaces found along the railway.

Bermondsey Avenue

Program:              Mix-use, rental units 

Location:              Bermondsey, London

- Welcoming ALL Productions
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Central Activities Zone (CAZ)

Old Kent Road Opportunity Area

Designated Development Area 
by the Council

MAPPING OF AREA DEVELOPMENTA

MAPPING OF HISTORY

MAPPING OF VACANCYVV

MASSING Respond to the shape and land availability of the site

ZONING & PROGRAMMING

PEDESTRAIN CIRCULATION

GREEN SPACES
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AV IZAKAYA is a japanese street bar with an exciting concept of AV (Adult Video). This 
izakaya explores the topic in which people are afraid to talk about. AV IZAKAYA tells a story
of the mentioned topic in a subtle, mysterious yet impactful way. The interior, with vaired 
signages, is mimicking Tokyo’s most famous street: Shibuya Street.  

AV IZAKAYA

Program:              Izakaya + Karaoke

Location:              Ladprao, Bangkok

- Most Entertaining Izakaya in Bangkok
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AV IZAKAYA FLOOR PL
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THE COMMON GARAGE is residential project which aims to give the owner utmost privacy
as it is located in centre of the town where the house is surrounded by busy roads and 
postal service. Furthermore, as requested by the owner, the house comes with an attached 
garage for owner’s personal business

THE COMMON GARAGE

Program:              Private Resident + Garage

Location:              Rayong, Thailand

- Engulfing Privacy
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TRIPLE SSS SKATEPARK is modern and full-option skatepark located right in the heart of 
Bangkok -  o n top of I MPERIAL WOLRD. T he park consists of varied types r amps f or 
skaters, from beginners to experts.The decoration theme shows a modern style with floor 
signages and art installations.

TRIPLE SSS SKATEPARK

Program:              Skate Park

Location:              Bangkok, Thailand

- Where Skaters Gather
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VICTORY HOUSE OFFICE is an insurance company office where the interior style is a MUJI
inspired theme where simplicity is the key. The white colour balancely mixed with wooden 
elements such as window frames, doors, some of the tables and etc, along with simple yet
well-design office furnitures.

VICTORY HOUSE OFFICE

Program:              Insurance Office Space

Location:              Bangkok, Thailand

- Simply Efficient
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OTHER DESIGNS

ZENAMI OMAKASE
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WISP CAFE’S TOILET
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PRIVATE
BATHROOM + WALK-IN CLOSET
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ARI TOWNHOUSE
RENOVATION
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME


